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AutoCAD Crack

The first version of AutoCAD was a desktop-based tool for desktop-sized drawings up to 1:40 scale, but the
first true flagship version was AutoCAD Release 1.0, which allowed for up to 1:1000 scale drawings.
AutoCAD Release 2.0 allowed for a much wider range of shapes, and in 1984 AutoCAD was released as a
command-line program and became an industry standard. Release 3.0 allowed for parametric design of a single
drawing or the creation of parametric models. Release 4.0 allowed for views and symbols to be shared by
multiple drawing instances. Like other applications in the Autodesk portfolio, AutoCAD is licensed on a per-
seat basis. An individual installation of AutoCAD can be restricted to a single-user installation, or it can be a
network-wide installation with multiple users that can concurrently use the software. For network-wide
installations, different user licenses and licensing options are available. In late 2016, Autodesk announced
AutoCAD 2018, which includes a new user interface and new features, such as the ability to annotate
drawings. In early 2017, Autodesk announced a new web-based version of AutoCAD. The most recent version,
Autodesk AutoCAD 2019, was released on May 2, 2019. In November 2016, Autodesk announced that
AutoCAD 2019 would not be a free update to 2018 and that 2019 would be released as a new version. A
related product is AutoCAD LT (formerly Microstation), which was released in 1990 as a stand-alone desktop
app that could be used with a mouse. It had a limit of up to 30 seconds per command, but its benefits included
a version of the software that could be used on a PC without a graphics card. In the mid-2000s, AutoCAD LT
was renamed Microstation. The first version of AutoCAD LT was released for the Apple Macintosh platform.
In 2003, it was ported to Windows, and later to Linux and Mac OS X. In 2006, Microstation LT was renamed
to AutoCAD LT. The most recent version of AutoCAD LT is AutoCAD LT 2020. Autodesk released
AutoCAD LT 2021 as a free update to AutoCAD LT 2020. Autodesk plans to convert Microstation LT users
to the AutoCAD LT 2020 or 2021

AutoCAD Crack

AutoCAD is a desktop 3D solid modeling, drafting and computer-aided design application. It was developed
by Autodesk, which purchased the company in 2010. Components AutoCAD offers a range of components to
make it easier to create 2D and 3D solid models. These include: The AutoCAD command line allows a
command to be executed from within a script. This includes custom AutoCAD commandlets which provide
more specific functionality. The programming toolset includes AutoLISP, Visual LISP and VBA which
provides tools for application customization. There are several interfaces to other programs including XML
and to third-party libraries. The AutoCAD Java Interface (AutoCADJI) allows Java-based applications to use
the AutoCAD API. Other interfaces include: OLE Automation - used to communicate with most of the
programs on the Windows operating system Microsoft External Data Protocol (MSXD) Layers Layers are the
base elements in the computerized model, including geometry, texts, dimensions, dimensions and parameters.
Layers are key tools for organizing the model and associating data with the object such as colors, linetypes,
comments and dimensions. There are two types of layers: Structural Visual Structural layers contain the basic
geometry and dimensions of the model. These layers can be created and edited by users and contain no data
associated with them. Visual layers allow users to associate information with the objects they contain, such as
colors and linetypes. Display The display system is a composite of several graphic rendering elements. These
include the viewport and the paper plane. The viewport is the area in which the user sees the model. The paper
plane shows a perspective view of the model, from the view of the user. It displays the layers and symbols used
in the model. It can be used to preview the appearance of the model. The paper plane can be printed and
manipulated. There are five modes of display: Draft - the model appears in black and white with no graphics
Edit - viewports display full-color drawings Fit - see viewports appearing on a single page Render - 3D model
with shading Render Preview - 3D model with shadows and reflections Features AutoCAD includes several
features: Drafting and drawing capabilities. The standard drawing tools are for draft- or design-related work.
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What's New In AutoCAD?

Rapidly send and incorporate feedback into your designs. Import feedback from printed paper or PDFs and
add changes to your drawings automatically, without additional drawing steps. (video: 1:15 min.) Autodesk
added a new ACADO component to help import raster graphics into AutoCAD. The component supports
import and viewing of SVG, DGN, BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, and TIFF file formats. added a new ACADO
component to help import raster graphics into AutoCAD. The component supports import and viewing of
SVG, DGN, BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, and TIFF file formats. Improved AutoCAD viewport interaction when
using mobile or tablet devices. (video: 3:19 min.) Improved AutoCAD viewport interaction when using mobile
or tablet devices. (video: 3:19 min.) You can now use the Open tool in your image view to directly edit or add
to a canvas. This simplifies many tasks, like adding text, graphic elements, and images to a drawing. You can
now use the Open tool in your image view to directly edit or add to a canvas. This simplifies many tasks, like
adding text, graphic elements, and images to a drawing. Reorganized the Editing and Drawing tabs to simplify
your workflow. (video: 1:52 min.) Reorganized the Editing and Drawing tabs to simplify your workflow.
(video: 1:52 min.) Improved the ribbon palette to provide a visual indication of what to do with the cursor.
(video: 2:13 min.) Improved the ribbon palette to provide a visual indication of what to do with the cursor.
(video: 2:13 min.) You can now copy, edit, and share your shape layer and annotation properties when editing
vector, raster, and imported drawings. You can now copy, edit, and share your shape layer and annotation
properties when editing vector, raster, and imported drawings. The QMS Viewer is now installed as part of the
drawing engine. is now installed as part of the drawing engine. You can now import a reference image when
opening a file for the first time. You can now import a reference image when opening a file for the first time.
You can now fill, shade, and move your shapes using the gizmo. You can now fill, shade, and move your
shapes using the gizmo. You can now send
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU @ 3.10GHz or faster with Intel HD Graphics 4600 Operating
System: Microsoft Windows 7 or later, 64-bit Memory: 3GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 or
ATI Radeon HD 7850 or better DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 1GB
available space Recommended System Requirements: Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3570 CPU
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